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SCHOOL SUPPLIES - Academic Year 2023/2024 

CINQUIÈME CLASSES 
 

As part of our efforts to reduce the weight of school bags and in line with what we teach students 
about sustainable development, you will find the new list of school supplies. You can purchase the 
supplies locally, opt for recycled paper, or reuse an unfinished notebook from the previous year.  
 

COMMON 
 SUPPLIES 

 

A pencil case with: Ink pen, 4 pens (red, green, blue and black), HB and 2H 

pencils, eraser, white glue stick, round-tipped scissors, coloured pencils, markers 

(red, orange, yellow, dark blue, light blue, green, brown, purple, pink, black) 

graduated ruler, set square, protractor, compass, highlighter pens (4 colours), 

scotch tape, fine-tipped black marker. 

Large A4-sized perforated sheets with large grids  

Large double A4-sized sheets 

Large A4-sized perforated sheets with ”petits carreaux” 

Transparent plastic pockets for binders 

Dividers for binders (please provide one set per subject requiring a binder) A 

notebook 

A5 draft notebook 

A school planner in paper or digital form 

A sleeve for the Chromebook (dimension: 31 x 21 x 2 cm) equivalent to a sleeve 

for an 11-inch laptop. 

A small packet of disinfectant wipes. 

Earphones with cord, with a PC/Jack plug 

A code padlock for the locker. 

A recent (2023) passport type photo (to bring on the first day of school) for 

the “carnet de correspondance” and a plastic cover to ptotect the carnet. 

FRENCH 1 large A4-size binder (for organizing class materials at home). 
1 large soft A4-size binder (for taking to class). 
Plastic transparent pockets. 
12 dividers. 
1 dry-erasable marker (for slate). 
 
Recommended for home: 
A dictionary (e.g., Robert Collège ISBN: 978-2321010722), Bescherelle Pocket 
Conjugation. Hatier. ISBN: 2218729350. 

LATIN  1 large-format notebook (96 pages). 

HISTORY  
GEOGRAPHY 

EMC (Morale and Civic Education) 

For students in the classique section: 
2 large "extra-wide" notebooks, without spirals, 96 pages, to be covered (History-
Geography). 
A clear file-type binder with 20 pages for EMC (Moral and Civic Education). 
 
For students in the SI section: 
2 A4 notebooks, 96 pages: one red A4 notebook for English HG (History-Geography) and 
one blue A4 notebook for French HG. 
A clear file-type binder with 20 pages for EMC (Moral and Civic Education). 

MANDARIN A A4 format notebook  
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Mandarin, Sciences and 
civilisation 

2 document holders with 40 sheets each for the Mandarin Science and Civilization 

sections. 

 

SI ENGLISH and ENGLISH 
“Classique” 
ENGLISH  SI 

A LARGE A4-size notebook (24x32), alternatively a 60-page clear book + EARPHONES 
(preferably wired). 
SI: Thesaurus 

SPANISH 2 A4 notebooks with 96 pages each 
1 folder for storing assessments 

GERMAN 2 A4 notebooks with 96 pages each 

MATHS A 40-page clearbook (clear-view file). 
A LARGE notebook (24x32) without spirals, with 48 pages; please note that this notebook 
will need to be replaced during the year. 
1 calculator: Teachers recommend a calculator suitable for middle school 
programs, such as Casio or TI (Texas Instruments) brands. 
For a purchase in France, choose a model labelled 'collège'; for a purchase in 
Singapore (for example, at Popular), choose a model labelled 'Secondary school' 
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BIOLOGY & EARTH 
SCIENCES 

A 40-page clearbook; large format single sheets 

PHGYSICS & CHEMISTRY 1 clear book 40 pages 

TECHNOLOGY 1 clear book 40 pages: large format single sheets 

PE MANDATORY  :  
1 sports uniform 
1 pair of sports shoes 
1 bathing suit + 1 bath towel for shower (anti-UV top are allowed) 1 pair of good quality 
swimming goggles 
1 swim cap 
1 pair of moulded plastic cleats (Sandball)   
 
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED : 
1 cap (or hat) to protect from the sun during outdoor activities (Athletism….)  

ARTS  a pad of white sheets (A3 size) for drawing and painting 
a box of gouache tubes including the 3 primary colours + white and black 
a set of coloured pencils (at least 18) 
1 clear-view file with a minimum of 20 pages / 1 clearbook with a minimum of 20 pages 
acrylic brushes in sizes 2 and 4 (fine) + flat brushes in sizes 4 and 6 
2 pencils, 2B lead grade. 
A fine marker, 0.5mm size. 

MUSIC Mandatory for all middle school classes: a clear-view file (20 pages) or a binder with 
plastic pockets. 
 
Choir Option: a clear-view file (20 pages), a fluorescent highlighter, and a pencil. 

French Passerelle 4 large notebooks 24x32, without spiral binding, 96 pages each. 
One large notebook 24x32, without spiral binding, 96 pages (for the mathematics course). 
2 clear-view files: one with 20 pages, one with 10 pages. 
A pocket dictionary: French-native language, native language-French. 
A pocket-sized Bescherelle Conjugation book. Hatier. ISBN: 2218729350. 

 


